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Nowadays Tondo is one of the most densely 
populated places on the earth. There are 80,000 
people per square kilometre.

In early November, 2013,Typhoon 
Haiyan, known as Typhoon Yolanda, 
devastated Philippines seriously. 
It is reported that 188 thousand 
houses are damaged in this disaster.  
Redevelopment of the city is urgent.

1.Kitchen
2.WC/washroom

3.Triangle tables 
designed for regular 

hexagon
4.Bedroom for couple

5.Bedroom for children

small unit 

Unit

Section

CostDetail
big unit 01 big unit 02

Components

The flesibility of the plan is fundamental 
to the tri-hexagon type. The 2.0m(L) grid 
generates allowing the plan to splice in 
six directions. All of the faces are the 
same size, and they can be easily copy 
and replace.

ROOF
2mL Bamboo Pole x 15 = P200
0.4mL Bamboo Pole x 6 = P16
2m2 Zinc Roof x 6   = P1800
Metal Ring    = P200
Bamboo Top Vent Cover = P100
-------------------------------------
TOTAL   = P2316

FLOOR SLAB
6m2 Bamboo Floor Slab   = P160
-------------------------------------------
TOTAL    = P160

WALL WITH DOOR
2m(L) Bamboo Pole x 12      = P160
0.95m(L) Bamboo Pole x 37 = P234
2.3m(L) Bamboo Pole x 2      = P31
1.15m(L) Bamboo Pole x 4   = P31
1.05m(L) Bamboo Pole x 31 = P217
0.25m(L) Bamboo Pole x 12 = P20
---------------------------------------
TOTAL            = P693

WALL WITH VENTILATION POLE (2 NOS)
2m(L) Bamboo Pole x 31 x 2 = P825
0.44m(L) Bamboo Pole x 38 x 2 = P223
0.12m(L) Bamboo Pole x 100 x 2= P160
---------------------------------------------
TOTAL    = P1208

WALL
2m(L) Bamboo Pole x 50 = P667
-------------------------------------
TOTAL   = P667

WALL WITH WINDOWS (2 NOS)
2m(L) Bamboo Pole x 32 x 2 = P853
0.25m(L) Bamboo Pole x 18 x 2 = P60
1m(L) Bamboo Pole x 18 x 2 = P240
0.75m(L) Bamboo Pole x 18 x 2 = P180
--------------------------------------------
TOTAL    = P1333

STRUCTURE
5m(L) Bamboo Pole x 12  = P400
2m(L) Bamboo Pole x 6  = P80
1.84m(L) Bamboo Pole x 6 = P74
0.9m(L) Bamboo Pole x 6  = P36
1.08m(L) Bamboo Pole x 1 = P7
1m(L) Bamboo Pole x 30  = P200
--------------------------------------------
TOTAL    = P797

WATER TANK
Brick x 350   = P1750
--------------------------------------
TOTAL   = P1750

The total cost of a single hexagon housing is 8924 Pesos (202USD), since some components of the tri-hexagon 
housing is share, the exact cost of the tri-hexagon housing is 21411 Pesos (485USD).   

External Screen detail 3

1.80mm d pivoting 
bamboo(pivots within 
structural frame)
2.60mm d screen cladding 
for privacy
3.4.Door have been 
divided in two part, upper 
part use as rain shelter,  
lower part is stair
5.Vertial planter  with 
bamboo of 80-100mm d

External Screen Detail 1

1.80mm d 
bamboo(pivots within 
structural frame)
2.60mm d screen 
cladding for privacy
3.the remaining 
bamboo is strung 
together to create a 
window for ventilation 
and lighting.

External Screen detail 2

1.80mm d bamboo 
partition wall
2.80mm d bamboo 
openable window
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The house also allows expansion in the vertical direction by adding floor on 
the top of roof struction.The special shaped roof promates natural ventilation 
,at the same time rainwater can be collected and stored.

a-a SECTION b-b SECTION
6.Bamboo Top Vent               7.Zinc Roof                 8.External Screen detial 1
9.External Screen detial 2      10.Rainwater tanks

hot air

cold air

rain

TONDO

PHILIPPINES

We have select Tondo district ,  Manila, 
Philippines as our target site.
Tondo is the most highest population density district 
at Philippines, according to the census at 2010, 628 
thousand people living in 8.65 km2 area, i.e., 72,602.5 
people per km2. As a result, you can find slum 
everywhere in Tondo.
Natural disaster such as typhoon and flooding is also 
easy to find in this area. From July to October, strong 
wind & heavy rainfall attacked Tondo, the nearest 
example is the beginning of November,2013.

Analysis has been made to Tondo's city texture, 
we found that the community of Tondo is 
divided into several square, and we are trying to 
propose a geometry in 30m x 22.5m in order to 
fit in the existing city.
We combine several of this geometry to reform 
the city. Apart from housing, we have also create 
studying space, marketing space and activity 
space, aims to increase the living standard.

CLUSTER LAYOUT PLAN

WIDE PERSPECTIVE

CLOSE UP PERSPECTIVE

MASTER LAYOUT PLAN

big unit

small unit

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 1ST FLOOR PLAN

Slum dweller can combine both big unit and small unit as 
they need. Each cluster has its own open space, to make sure 
sufficient natural lighting and ventilation and also provide 
activity space for the dwellers for the dewelling.
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